
DevOps Engineer
Experience : 5 - 10 Yrs
Mandatory Skills : AWS, Linux, Jboss/Wildfly, Git, Jenkins, Terraform
Educational Qualification : Any full time Graduate in computer science background

Wooqer (www.wooqer.com) is One App for All Ops that enables businesses and teams
to Create, Find and Discover WorkApps that gets the job done.
Building on existing success, and envisioned scale of growth, there is a need for
additional expertise in ensuring stability, reliability, and recovery of our platform used
by businesses across the world that are using our Creator Tool, SuperApp and
Marketplace.
We are on a hyper-scale mode and looking for DevOps Engineers who want to take
Challenges head-on, Scale Products Globally, Work with Industry Leaders, Grow and
Lead Young.

Is obsessive about improving the reliability of systems in production and QA
environments, will perform automation to bring in deployment efficiencies. Will
manage event handling proactively, and is hyper responsive to incidents.
Will have a go getter, “ownership” attitude, exhibit high level of technical competency,
and will provide mentoring to juniors and peers.
Will possess a strong willingness and ability to learn technology and lead others
Will have a collaborative mindset and exhibit great teamwork, experienced in working
in a fast paced environment
Will be transparent, communicative, patient, curious, research-minded and data-
informed
Will have abundant opportunities to grow professionally while being challenged with
tough problems to solve. 

Build and execute SOPs, drive application and infrastructure stabilization for 100%
uptime and platform availability for customers
Build reliability and fault tolerant infrastructure to minimize failures and efficiency
recovery procedures
Be available On-call, Incident management and root cause analysis
Investigate and nail down the root cause of problems with precision and take steps to
build resilience across the platform.

Your behavior and attitude:

 
What you’ll achieve

Architect DevOps infrastructure and
deployment/recovery processes, set up
microservices architecture, zero downtime, pre-
production environments, and spin up instances
and containers for testing environments.
Build, design, deployment, and ability to
maintain continuous integration and continuous
delivery process using tools like Jenkins, maven
Git, etc. 
Implement development, testing, automation
tools, and IT infrastructure

 

http://www.wooqer.com/


Utilize Information Systems skills and 5+ years of IT experience with RedHat, Apache,
Tomcat, ModJK, JBoss Application Server System
Strong knowledge of server performance tuning involving Core Dump Analysis, Thread
Dump Analysis and Memory leaks to analyze the uneven server crashes
Involved in creating and configuring profiles, clusters, nodes, node agents for
JBoss/Wildfly Application Server
Experience performing JBoss Application Server Administration tasks such as installation,
configuration, monitoring and performance tuning
Strong background in Linux/Unix Administration is a must
Expertise in managing AWS cloud environment
Scripting knowledge towards Bash or Python
Sound knowledge of MySQL, Elasticsearch will be an added advantage
Strong documentation and presentation skills
Responsible for build, design, deployment, and ability to maintain continuous integration
and continuous delivery process using tools like Jenkins, maven Git, etc. 
Responsible for maintaining application uptime
Implementing various development, testing, automation tools, and IT infrastructure
On-call, Incident management and root cause analysis
Managing periodic reporting on the progress of tasks to the management
Ability to work independently, as well as part of a global support team with minimal
supervision

About your experience and skills:



Reach out to hr@wooqer.com for more details

Vishal Purohit 
As Founder and CEO of Wooqer, Vishal leads the product vision and organization. VIshal is a serial
entrepreneur with multiple successful exits. Vishal has held Technology, Sales, Operations, Chief Executive
and Advisory roles in his journey to Wooqer. Vishal holds a BE in Comp. Sc from Univ of Pune 

Sarika Pandey 
As Co-Founder of Wooqer, Sarika anchors all customers enabling them to self create solutions for day to day
needs and identify opportunities to continually derive more value. Before Wooqer, Sarika was a banker
having held various avatars at ANZ, SCB and Kotak. Sarika holds an MBA from FMS Delhi and is a medical
science graduate from AIIMS. 

Rakesh Agarwal 
As Chief Technology and Product Officer, Rakesh is working towards making Wooqer more scalable and
valuable. Before Wooqer, Rakesh has led growth of Products & Tech with Market leaders like SAP and Tally.
He also brings with him the experience of an Entrepreneur. Rakesh holds a Bachelor Degree from IIT Delhi. 

Kailash Iyer 
As a VP – Finance, Kailash is leading the finance, legal, compliance & admin team and is striving to unlock value
for all stakeholders. Kailash is a versatile professional, with entrepreneurial mindset, with diverse experience
in financial and business environments. Prior to Wooqer, Kailash led a similar role at Hashedin By Deloitte.
Kailash is a Chartered Accountant and a Narsee Monjee College alumnus 

Our Leadership

About Wooqer

 

Wooqer is a one of its kind journey where profitability comes first. With customers who genuinely
get value from the product and are willing to pay for it, scale is a natural next step. And that’s the
next phase of the Wooqer journey. We are preparing for growth.

 

The already available Creator tools that users love to use and the hundreds of apps users have
self created on the Wooqer Super App form the foundation for our growth. Global expansion,

New selling methodologies, Marketing focus and a B2B apps marketplace shall make it happen. 

At Wooqer, Intelligence is hygiene and Execution capability a necessity. We build things right and
blow customer expectations away, every single time. We chase crazy big goals, take full
ownership, deliver excellence and celebrate our successes. We pay attention to detail and are
right..most times as we simplify work for self and users. We are building the future. Today. And last
but not the least, we are frugal. After all, we are still building a profitable company.

Our Journey


